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The purpose of the study was to determine the nature and

extent of furniture in use in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries in
England, France, and the Low Countries (Holland, Belgium, and

Northwest France) as portrayed in illuminated manuscripts of that
period.

Reproduced copies of illuminated manuscripts and books con-

taining such illustrations were searched for examples of furniture of
the period. Thirty-five millimeter pictures of these illustrations

were taken, and prints were made. Pertinent information as to

immediate source, original source, provenence, and date were
recorded on the reverse side. This information was studied and

compared with surviving examples of the furniture.
The study was limited to the following classifications of furni-

ture:

furniture to sit or lie on, including stools, benches and

settles, chairs, beds, and cradles, and furniture to put things on,
including shelves and tables.
The following items of furniture which were observed
apparently have not survived: the three-legged turned stool and the

multi-legged stool, the basket-work and ladder-back chairs, and the
trestle table and the square table with apron and legs of the same
width.

There are indications that similar types of furniture were

used both in France and the Low Countries. In some cases there
were too few examples from a given country or period to draw a
more explicit conclusion. The possibility of a progression in the

use of stools in the Low Countries was observed. Evidence of humble

furniture was found in the basket-work chair, barrel chair, turned
chair, and spindle bed. The scene of the Holy Family at Supper
from the Hours of Catherine of Cleves is an example of humble

furniture of the period. Observations strongly suggest that metal
may have been used in furniture construction and decoration during
the period studied. Refinements in panel construction of furniture

were noted. The extensive use of tracery, buttresses, crockets,
arches, and spirelets, was evidence of a relationship between
architectural details and furniture design.
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MEDIEVAL DOMESTIC FURNITURE OF THE FOURTEENTH
AND FIFTEENTH CENTURIES IN ENGLAND, FRANCE,
AND THE LOW COUNTRIES AS PORTRAYED IN
SELECTED MANUSCRIPT ILLUMINATIONS
INTRODUCTION

A brief investigation of fourteenth and fifteenth century furni-

ture from England, France, and the Low Countries indicates that
little furniture has survived, and relatively little is known about the
furniture of the period. Paintings, reliefs, sculpture, and ivory
carvings are sources of information about this furniture. Manu-

scripts such as contemporary accounts, inventories, and illuminated
manuscripts also provide information. Many furniture historians
seem to give a quotation or two from contemporary records, a few

illustrations of museum specimens, an illustration from an illuminated manuscript, and then move on to periods represented more
completely by extant examples. The writer found no detailed study

of fourteenth and fifteenth century furniture from England, France,
and the Low Countries.

The reproduced illuminated manuscripts of the fourteenth and

fifteenth centuries available in libraries show a wealth of furniture
examples which our historians have largely overlooked. During this

period a naturalism of particulars developed in painting, which is
explored by Delaisse, for example, in his study of Dutch
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illuminated manuscripts (9). We should, therefore, be able to trust

these manuscripts for accurate portrayals of domestic furniture in
use. It is this exactness of representation which gives us material

for the present study.
The probability that similar furniture existed in the geographical areas included in this study is suggested by Macquoid and

Edwards, who feel that the well-to-do classes of England nwere

almost as continental as English" (36, vol. 1, p. 1). The subject
of medieval furniture has been muddled, Ash feels, by the extravagant claims that furniture produced by one country can be easily

distinguished from that of another (1, p. 27). Geographic proximity

encouraged an exchange of culture, as did ecclesiastical and royal
bonds. This common background of the channel area provides a

unit for investigation.

Statement of the Problem

The purpose of the study was to determine the nature and
extent of furniture in use in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries

in England, France, and the Low Countries (Holland, Belgium, and
Northwest France) as portrayed in illuminated manuscripts of that
period.
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Limitations of the Study

This study was limited to the pieces of domestic furniture- -

stools, benches, chairs, beds, cradles, shelves, and tables- observed in the fourteenth and fifteenth century illuminated manu-

scripts which were produced in England, France, and the Low

Countries, and observed in certain Oregon libraries. No determination of the kind of wood used in the furniture illustrated was
possible. Surviving examples of furniture for comparison were

limited to those pictured in books reviewed in certain Oregon

libraries.

As considerable information is available concerning

cupboards and chests built in this period, these items were not
included in this investigation. Ecclesiastical furniture was also
considered beyond the scope of this study.
As sumptions

The following assumptions have been made- 1.

Dating of manuscripts by authors and art historians was

accepted as accurate.
2.

Furniture in the manuscripts illustrated items in actual
domestic use.

3.

The furniture investigated was representative of that found in
fourteenth and fifteenth century illuminated manuscripts
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of the areas studied.
Hypothe se s

1.

The items of furniture observed in illuminated manuscripts
will be more varied than existing furniture of the same period
and geographic area.

2.

There will be similarities among furniture depicted in illuminations produced in England, France, and the Low Countries.

3.

The furniture will change with the passage of time during the
period under consideration.

4.

Furniture depicted in illuminated manuscripts will be shown

in humble interiors as well as in more prosperous homes.
5.

Evidence of the use of materials other than wood will be
found in the observed furniture.

6.

Certain changes in construction methods will be observed
during the period studied.

7.

A relationship will be found between decorative motifs of

furniture and architecture of the period.
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Historical Background

During the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, England, France,
and the Low Countries were closely related socially and economically.

They comprised a geographically compact trading area surrounding
the same bodies of water. The growth of the middle class in each
area expanded the demand for all material goods, including
furniture.

Singleton reports that during the middle ages the interests of
the English and Flemish were connected. She also mentions that the
provinces constituting Holland and Belgium developed along similar
lines until about 1600 (55). Montpetit points out that the nobility

of England had been mainly French, and the language of the court
had been French (41). The members of the two courts visited,

intermarried, and exchanged gifts. Ecclesiastical bonds also existed
between the several countries. The relationships became so complex
that scholars have found it difficult to decide in which of the two

countries a certain manuscript was produced.
At the beginning of the fourteenth century in England the manor

system introduced by the Normans was still in effect. However, in
1348 the Black Death wiped out a third to two-fifths of the inhabitants
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of England. This was followed by a period of deteriorating law and

order, inflation, and a peasants revolt in 1381. Medieval feudalism
was a casualty of the pestilence, making way for the new middle
class (21).
The fifteenth century saw the development of town life and the

rise of a middle class composed of merchants, tradesmen, and
craftsmen. In 1500 the Venetian ambassador to London wrote that

the city abounded with all the necessities and luxuries of life (22).

An extensive foreign trade was carried on.
Boger reports that the court of Philip the Good was not
surpassed in Europe for luxury and magnificence. The finest of the

arts were produced for the Dukes of Burgundy--such as textiles,

manuscripts, furniture, and tapestries (3). The opulence of the
court of Jean of Berry, Prince of France, was legendary.
Against this background we see the rise of the craft guilds.

As the towns grew in size, so the number of guilds increased. These
guilds were, in effect, trade unions composed of all the men employed

in one craft (22). Ash reports that in Paris the carpenters and
coffermakers split into separate guilds as early as 1254 (1).
Singleton reports that the huchiers and joiners formed bodies separate
from the carpenters in the fourteenth century (55). The Worshipful
Company of Turners of the city of London was granted its charter
in 1604, but had ordinances approved as early as 1478 (20). Hartley
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reports that in York in the fifteenth century there were, at one time,
sixty guilds (22). There are records of proceedings against turners

who taught joiners the art of turning (20). The guilds upheld the
quality of merchandise available but also operated a monopoly and

set the prices of their merchandise.
Within this framework the medieval woodworker plied his

trade. Yarwood observes that "The timber roofs of the Medieval
period provide a monument to the skill and ingenuity of the car-

penter" (62, p. 30). Hartley mentions that the woodworker found
himself in design Hand instead of imitating stonework produced

beautiful and intricate work in choir stalls, etc. as at Winchester"

(22, vol. 2, p. 17). Hilton observes that, in the medieval society,
The key men, of course, in the building of these houses
in the timber areas were the carpenters, whose importance in creating the capital resources of society can
hardly be over-estimated, but is very much neglected
(23, p. 97).
It is suggested by Singleton that, as long as the workmen were

employed by the monastic orders, they reproduced religious ornamen-

tation when luxurious furniture was required for secular purposes.
She also suggests that the workmen were free to execute their own
ideas during Medieval times (55). It is thought that the art of wood

carving developed in the production of choir stalls and altarpieces
which were in use by the thirteenth century. Kidson illustrates

the very ornate carving from the choir stalls in Chester Cathedral
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as proof of the ability of the medieval wood carvers (28).
Singleton writes that the wood carvers kept pace with the

stone sculpture of the cathedrals during the fourteenth century (55).
Another group of workmen important to this investigation were

the basketmakers. Gloag reports that basketmakers are mentioned

among the crafts of London as early as 1422; and states that around

1453 the basketmakers were restricted to working in a specific area
of London to minimize the danger of fire among their materials (17).
Illuminated Manuscripts

The illumination of manuscripts holds a particularly important

place in the history of art and also in the study of historic furniture.
In the thirteenth to sixteenth centuries in the areas under consideration were produced a great number and a rich variety of
illustrated books. The illumination of books was widely practiced,

and the development in the direction of a "perspective naturalism"
progressed rapidly (45). Cuttler sees this interest in the accurate

representation of nature developing in French art in the fourteenth
century (8). This representation of the world so realistic that we

accept it without question leads Salzman to remark that perhaps the

illustrations from medieval sources are the most valuable part of
his book on English Life in the Middle Ages (54).
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Monastic scriptorium, artists working for private employers
such as Jean de Berry, and artists! workshops produced the illuminations. Often older cycles of pictures were the basis for the

iconography. Through the middle ages many secular books were

illustrated for which there was no representative tradition, so
original cycles were developed (38). Among the manuscript

illuminations, then, lie the raw material awaiting investigation of
furniture used in England, France, and the Low Countries during
the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries.

Furniture of the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Centuries
Introduction

The same theme runs through reports of medieval furniture
of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries--little remaining and little
known. Writing in 1907 of Dutch and Flemish furniture, Singleton

states that pieces of furniture earlier than 1400 are rare, and
those which exist had a religious destination (55).

Writing in 1927, de Felice said that pieces of French furniture

from the fifteenth century were rare and those of earlier centuries
practically non-existent. He suggested that wooden objects will
withstand two or three hundred years of neglect, but at the end of
four or five hundred years it is unlikely they will have withstood
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insects, fire, changes in taste, and demands for more comfort.
De Felice mentioned also that a complete history of French furni-

ture, including that used by the lower middle classes, the artisans
and peasants, had yet to be written (13).

Longnon, also writing in 1927, stated that, at the close of the
middle ages, fabric-draped four-poster beds and wooden chests composed the entire inventory of the bourgeois, the nobles, and even the
king (32).

The discussion by Viaux, 1954, of furniture in general use
during the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries speaks of a limited

variety of pieces and suggested that the chest was the sole article
of furniture used by most people. In wealthy homes she suggested

we might have found examples of chairs, benches, dressers, and,

in rare cases, beds (58).
Historians have noted that lihistorylt needs to be reinterpreted
for each generation. This may be true of furniture history, for

some of the early writers seemed to say that there was no furniture
in the middle ages, but then they mentioned a stool or other item.

It may also be that, in periods characterized by a great deal of
ornamentation, simple, well designed pieces were not appreciated.
Many authors devote a few words to various pieces of furniture

which may have been in use during the middle ages. A survey of
these will provide us with a background against which we may
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balance the observations of the study. A word on known surviving
examples will be included.

Many sources of information concerning furniture of the period
were consulted. The writer found the following the most useful- -

Ash (1), Macquoid and Edwards (36), and Harris (20) on English

furniture, de Fe'lice and Viauz on French furniture, and Singleton
(55) was the most helpful concerning Dutch and Flemish furniture.
Stools

Simple Stools

A variety of pieces of furniture falls within the classification
of ustoolsTi. Ash reminds us that simple stools with three or four
splayed legs inserted into a piece of wood have no details to help

determine their date of construction (1). Gloag speaks of a specific

chair having no more social prestige than a three-legged stool (17).
He may be speaking of the simple stool.
Three-legged Turned Stools

Singleton mentions a little stool or bench called uescarbeauff

which was very low and of a triangular form without back or arms,

and says that it was also used as a table (55). This may have been

the three-legged turned stool which Harris sees as the ancestor of
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a turned chair (20). This stool he pictures as having three round

legs of rather large diameter. Each pair of legs is joined by two
turned rails, and the rails are connected by two vertical turned

members. This stool resembles the three-legged turned stool seen
frequently in fifteenth century panel paintings such as the ',Salting
Madonna', painted around 1420-30 by the Master of Flmalle (45).

Ash states that this triangular stool of turned elements was common
throughout most of Europe during the fifteenth century (1). The

writer has found no mention of such a stool preserved to the present
time.

Multi-legged or X-stools

What will be called in this study a multi-legged stool, was called
simply an X- stool by Ash in the caption of an illustration (1).

Liversidge, in discussing English furniture in Roman times, mentions
a multi-legged stool shown on an Avignon tombstone which has six

pairs of legs (31). She states that all such stools must have had
continuous seat-bars to which the legs were attached. The legs of

these stools were straight. No surviving example has been mentioned in sources the writer has examined.
Slab-ended Stools

Ash speaks of a stool known as slab-ended, appearing in the
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fifteenth century, and he pictures such a stool preserved in the
Victoria and Albert Museum (1). He mentions that a piece of wood

was cut out of the bottom end of the slab ends, leaving a space in

the form of a trefoil, ogival, or cusped Gothic arch. He suggests
that the rounded, Romanesque arch was sometimes used, especially
in Italy (1). Macquoid and Edwards report that a few oak joined

stools survive (36). These are said to have a deep shaped underframing connecting splayed and moulded legs.
Benches

In their discussion of benches, Macquoid and Edwards speak

of the many built-in benches which, because they were a part of
the freehold descending from generation to generation, were not
included in inventories (36). They suggest that the movable benches

mentioned were similar in construction to the slab-ended stools

previously discussed. Ash mentions the built-in settles or benches
and states that some which were lighter than those that were built-in
were probably movable (1). Mercer states that benches were used
as beds (40). In a footnote he states that, in the eighteenth century,

travelers in Scandinavia saw heavy benches with backs that swiveled
so that occupants could sit different ways (40). Macquoid and
Edwards mention benches with swiveling backs (36). They go on to

mention that "Flanders Forms" were imported into England during
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the fifteenth century. Also mentioned were seats in the Prior's
Chamber at Finchale, where in 1411 there were seats called
uscabellaft upon which, the inventory adds, the boys were accustomed

to sit. No description of these seats was found. De Felice pictures
one surviving slab-ended bench (13). Macquoid and Edwards

picture a bench in the Victoria and Albert Museum which has ogee-

headed cusping in the arcaded underframing and state that the Riijk
Museum has a c. 1500 Netherlandish bench with a swinging backrail (36).
Chairs

Basket-work or Wicker Chairs
Scattered references were found alluding to wickerwork and

basket-work chairs. Liversidge believes that the typical chair of
Roman Britain appears to have had a solid rounded back made in one

piece with the sides and set on a rectangular or semi-circular base
(31). She feels that this chair was popular and could not have been

very expensive. She mentions that on Julia Velva's tombstone in

the Roman Museum in York is a representation indicating the braided

finish of the front of such a chair. In speaking of the thirteenth
century, Gloag (17) mentions early inventories and wills and states
that basket-work chairs were almost certainly in common use. He felt
that these basket-work chairs had no more prestige than a three-legged
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stool. Salzman reproduces an illustration of a man sitting in a

"wicker chair', playing with a cat (54). In discussing the Nativity

scene from the Petit Heures of Jean de Berry, Meiss speaks of
Joseph being seated in a "wicker" chair (37). No surviving examples
are known by the writer.

Tub-like and Barrel Chairs
It was only in Ash that a reference to a tub-like chair was

made. He suggests that these were widely distributed in Europe,
and pictures a fifteenth century Spanish example of carved walnut (1).

He feels that this chair elaborately carved with Gothic tracery may
have been decorated in Spain by a Flemish artist. The cruder barrel-

shaped chairs, he reports, were made by cutting away part of a

large barrel (1).
Turned Chairs

The references to turned work and turned chairs cover a wide
period of time. Harris points out the figure seated on a chair

portrayed in the sculpture on Chartres Cathedral, giving this as
evidence that turned chairs existed as early as the twelfth century in

France (20). A turned chair with a trapeziodal seat, as noted by

Harris in the Chartres sculpture, is preserved at Queen's College,
Cambridge (20). It is called the Erasmus chair and is of fifteenth
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century construction. Hughes mentions that feudal settlements con-

tained a few basic necessities--then mentions "Chests, tables,
benches, stools, and a few turned chairs;

.

ft (25, p. 16).

.

Harris suggests that the turned chair probably developed from
the three-legged stool (20). First the back leg was extended upward,

a cross backrest was added, and braces and elaboration developed the
"Bobbin- frame" chair, an example of which can be seen in the

Victoria and Albert Museum (36, vol. 1, p. 229). The latter speci.men is dated 1700? but the outline of development presented by

Harris seems very plausible.
Macquoid, in his History of English Furniture, mentions

turned chairs. He states, "Of Byzantine origin, their pattern was
introduced by the Varangian Guard into Scandinavia, and from there
doubtless brought to England by the Normans,

.

.

IT (35, vol. 1, p. 71).

Foley suggests the same source for the design of the ('Thrown""

chair with the triangular seat (14).

A variation of the turned chair is the ladder-back or slatback chair. No references to this variation were found.

X-chairs

The designation of furniture as stools, benches, and chairs
becomes extremely complicated when one tries to classify the X-

chairs and X-stools. The determining features for this study are
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the presence on a chair of arms or of a back or both. In the present
investigation, the many-legged, x-shaped piece has been called a

stool--although occasionally, its seat rails are shown almost high
enough to be arms.

The X-folding chair will be discussed in the chair division as
quite frequently the upper extensions of the legs curve around the

seated figure, giving the appearance of chair arms. These chairs
had no backs. Viaux speaks of the early Dagobert faldstool of gilt

bronze and the fourteenth century Bayeux Cathedral faldstool of
wrought iron (58). She sees these as noble chairs used by ecclesi-

astical dignitaries and kings and feels that they were in fairly
common use during the Middle Ages. She states that these chairs
were made by the goldsmith's guild.

A second group of X-chairs was constructed similar to the
X-folding chairs with the addition of a permanent back. Macquoid
and Edwards report on the existing sixteenth century chair in Winchester

Cathedral. This example is known to have been upholstered. They

also include a report of the chairs at Hampton Court in 1547. Many

of these chairs are described as having upholstery, silk fringe, and
pomells of silver and gilt (36). It is interesting to note that Gloag

calls the similar York example a coffer-maker's chair. He states
that such chairs were apparently copied from Flemish models (17).
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Singleton pictures a chair showing the addition of vertical

braces between the curved legs and states that:
Brass and copper chairs of this type were made in
large numbers by the skillful smiths of Dinant.
Naturally they were comfortable and sumptuously
upholstered. An inventory of 1328 contains an item
of a chair of copper garnished with velvet (55, p. 16).
Box Chairs or Joined Chairs
Chairs variously called ""closer', ujoynedif, or ""box" were

introduced toward the end of the medieval period, according to

Macquoid and Edwards. They also report that this chair was
identified as a "settle chair!! in 1649 and state that the chair had a
box cupboard in its seat (36). Harris reports that these chairs were
probably imported from Flanders and continued to be made on both

sides of the narrow seas until the middle of the sixteenth century
(20).

There are sixteenth century examples of this heavy chair in

the Victoria and Albert Museum. It was frequently carved with
linenfold paneling.

Viaux states that this chair is little more than an extended
chest. She states that the back was the only part of the chair to

be decorated and adds that the back decoration did not start below
a point level with the head of a seated person. She remarks that
the chair was a fifteenth century creation (58). A walnut Ifjoyned!?

chair of box-like form with linenfold panels topped by a panel of open
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tracery is described by Boger. She reports that this chair has a
chest in the hinged seat and is a French product of the fifteenth
century now displayed in the Metropolitan Museum of Art--Cloisters
Collection (3).

In some cases it is impossible to determine from inventories
what type of chair is meant as a "Flemish Chayreff and an "Ad Modum
Anglicanurn't as Macquoid and Edwards suggest (36).

One other bit of information is interesting. Alexander
Neckham, in his De Naturis Rerum, referred to by Macquoid and
Edwards, states that a chair would be found beside the bed in a wellappointed chamber at the end of the twelfth century (36).
Beds

Macquoid and Edwards report that inventories of the fifteenth
century 1lAbound in references to tstande Beddestu (36, vol. 1,

p. 38). They state that smaller beds with low panelled heading are
shown in manuscripts and in block books (36). Mercer states that

beds and bedsteads rarely occur in early inventories but attributes
this to the fact that other pieces of furniture such as benches were
used as beds (40). Viaux mentions two existing beds which are

almost alcove beds, having two adjoining sides panelled and a slender

corner post to complete the structure (58). The extent to which the
best beds were completely enveloped in elaborate textiles is reported
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by Macquoid and Edwards (36). The Victoria and Albert Museum

has examples of oak posts and a linenfold panel from the head of a

bed dated c. 1525 (36, vol. 1, pg. 37).
Cradles

Among the items of furniture in a medieval home was the

cradle. Evidently, the well-to-do might possess two, for Mercer

points out that some furniture was made for no other purpose than
display. He states that, as early as 1403, Margaret of Flanders

bought two cradles for her child, none for it to be nursed and
cossetted in, and one for show on ceremonial occasions!' (40, p. 81).
None of the every-day variety are known by the writer to exist.
Shelve s

A reference to Chaucer's Miller's Tale which speaks of
Iifshelves couched at his beddes headfff was the only information

found concerning the use of shelves during this period (36, vol.

1,

p. 116).
Tables

The extensive use of textiles of the period sometimes blocks

our view of tables. We can, however, determine that the trestle
table was in general use. Ash mentions the inverted fiVff, the HAI',
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and an inverted "T" as supports in general use. Circular and
polygonal tables on central pillars are also described by Ash (1).

Mercer mentions that trestle tables were used over such a long
period of time in England, that the word "board" came to mean "any

body of men of affairs who sit at a table and exercise authority"
(40, p. 80). He also mentions the table in the Merode Altarpiece

as an example of a table in use in some room other than the Great
Hall.

Since the trestle table consisted of a board placed on movable

supports, it is not surprising that none of this type is known by the

writer to be in existence.
Hunter pictured a small Gothic oak table with tracery below
the apron (26).

Construction

Some general references concerning construction techniques
were found. The interrelationship of construction methods,

materials, and design were noted. Hughes, for example, sees the
linenfold panels as being primarily designed to prevent the oak from
warping (25). He suggests that, by the fifteenth century, good

quality paneled work was being executed. The uprights or stiles

were linked by top and bottom rails and intermediate muntins to make

a framework. "The joints in this were formed by projections--
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tenons--fitting into holes--mortises--and secured by oak dowel
pins driven through all three thicknesses of wood!? (25, p. 17).

Evidently the panels were set into grooves in the frame so that the

panels, held in place without nails, were free to contract and expand
as demanded by atmospheric changes.
Another construction detail noted by Hughes concerned pegged

construction. He states that square, tapered pegs cut from green
wood were driven into round holes to join end-grain into side-grain
boards (25).

Hughes also gives us some information concerning the turned

or ilthrownit chairs. He mentions the use of ash, elm, and yew as
being more easily turned than oak (25). He states that turned chairs

were constructed of interlaced struts and rails joined by tapered
dowel joints.

Materials

The allusions to woods used in furniture of the fourteenth

and fifteenth centuries were scattered. In general the authors mention oak as the predominant wood used for furniture. Hughes
mentions that oak was mainly used in the middle ages in England,
but adds that whatever other native woods happened to be available

were used, as fir, ash, and pine (25). Boger suggests the wood in
use for furniture was chiefly oak, but that walnut and other local
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woods were used in France (3). The Hundred Years! War between
France and England occurred between 1337-1453. Because of the

resulting unrest, French peasants neglected the fields, and by the
fifteenth century well-grown timber was available, lending truth to

the old French saying, "Forests came to France with the English"

(1, p. 32). As has been mentioned, ash, elm, and yew were used
for lathe-turning.
Finish
Some little information was found concerning the finish on

furniture. From color shown in illuminated manuscripts, colored
decoration on church woodwork, and traces of color found on some
pieces of domestic furniture, both Rogers (53) and Macquoid and
Edwards (36) conclude that medieval furniture was frequently
painted. Rogers suggests that the wood was "lime- whitened"

and polychrome decorations of oil or tempera added. Macquoid and

Edwards suggest that the colors were very bright.
Perhaps Hartley does the most concise job of summing up
furniture in England in the fifteenth century when she writes that the

pieces of furniture were:
Few in number, good in design, and huge in size,
formed of thick slabs of wood, well proportioned
and simply carved. . . . Much of the wood carving
was painted and gilt, which fitted well with the colour
scheme of light washed walls and matt honey-coloured
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woods (remember it was not old dark oak when new),
and there is nothing gloomy in light bright wood (22,

vol. 3, p. 49).

One more aspect of the furniture of the period needs to be
reviewed. The pictures in illuminated manuscripts refer largely to

the nobility and wealthy families of the fourteenth and fifteenth

centuries. Harrison, in his Description of England, printed in

1587, states that, '"the costlie furniture .

.

.

is descended .

euen vnto the inferiour artificers and manie farmers .
(36, vol.

.

.

.1"

1, p. 3).

Architectural Details

Ecclesiastical architecture in this period had an important
influence on furniture design. The fourteenth and fifteenth centuries

saw much construction of cathedrals. In speaking of the slab-ended

stools, Ash suggests that the supports were "frequently shaped in a
manner strongly suggestive of architectural buttresses!! (1, 32).
Macquoid and Edwards mention that early chairs which were

for secular use as well as ecclesiastical, carried Gothic tracery
designs (36, vol. 1, p. 223).

Valentine in his book, Ornament in Medieval Manuscripts,

describes the arch forms in frequent use. These include the
following:
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round

lancet

ogee

trefoil

Harris and Lever, in their Illustrated Glossary of Architecture
850-1380, help build the vocabulary with descriptions of arches,

crockets, geometrical tracery, cresting, brattishing, ball flower,
and spirelets (19).

Foley describes the various periods of Gothic architecture- Lancet, First Pointed or Early English Gothic, 1189-1307; Second
Pointed or Decorative Gothic, 1307-1377; and If Ogee,' crocketed,

Third Pointed or Perpendicular English Gothic, 1377-1509 (14).
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PROCEDURE

Sources

The various public and collegiate libraries of Portland and
the Willamette Valley were visited in search of suitable source
material falling within the time span to be included in the study.
Although three original fifteenth century manuscripts were found in

the state, none has been included in this study as, in general, the
illuminations were few, simple, and of an ecclesiastical nature.
Reproductions of original manuscripts were found in several

libraries. Among the reproductions a great variance of content was
found. Occasionally the illumination important to this study was not

included in such a book, but the illusive picture was found in another
source. Included in the reproduced volumes consulted were:

The Belles Heures of Jean, Duke of Berry, Prince of France
The Douce Apocalypse

The Grandes Heures of Jean, Duke of Berry
Heures Bites de Henry IV

The Hours of Catherine of Cleves
The Hours of Etienne Chevalier

The Hours of Jeanne d' Evreux, Queen of France
The Legend of Saint Ursula
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Un Livre D'Heures de Jean Sans Peur, duc de Bourgogne

The Luttrell Psalter
The Tres Riches Heures of Jean, Duke of Berry
Among the secondary sources consulted were publications of

museums reproducing random important illuminations from their
collections. Such publications were available from the British

Museum, the Austrian National Library, the Bibliotheque Royale de

Belgique, the Vatican Library, and the Nationalbibliothek, Vienna.
Books containing discussions of illuminated manuscripts were

reviewed, as well as books concerning painting and the history of art
of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. Many helpful illuminations

were reproduced in such books as the series by Millard Meiss and
Delaiss6's work on Dutch manuscript painting.

Some books concerned with the social history and the life of

individuals living in this period were fertile sources of additional

illustrations. The series written by Hartley and Elliot on life in
England in this period was helpful. Books on life in Chaucer's time

added an occasional glimpse of furniture.
In publications about furniture were found additional illuminations which had not been noted elsewhere.

The writer has been fortunate in seeing several existing

historic pieces of furniture constructed in or near the period
included in the investigation. The Cloisters of the Metropolitan
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Museum in New York City houses a bench complete with animal form

finials displayed in the same room with the Merode Altarpiece. In
the Victoria and Albert Museum in London two stools are preserved
which often are reproduced in publications concerning furniture of
this period. In the same museum is a triangular-seated, turned

chair which, although of a later century, gives an understanding of
furniture development. In Winchester Cathedral there is the sixteenth

century X-chair supposedly used by Queen Mary at her marriage to
Philip of Spain in 1554.

In Blair Castle in Scotland there is a tiny four-legged stool,

and in a St. Albans antique store there was a tall, round three-legged
stool. These actual experiences have added to the writer rs under-

standing of the scale of early furniture more fully than through the
perusal of books and photographs alone.

Photographing Illustrations
Extension tube s added between the camera proper and the lens

assembly of a 35 millimeter camera with through-the - lens focusing made
the collecting of colored and black and white copies of the illuminations

possible. Kodak Tri-X pan film with an. ASA of 400 used for the

black and white prints was adequate for taking such pictures in
libraries without the aid of additional lighting. Kodak Ektacolor
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Professional negative film with a speed of ASA 100 produced color

negatives satisfactory in detail.
Approximately 64 color and 137 black and white illustrations

were collected. Sources of the illustrations were noted and checked

for accuracy. The source of the photograph, the original source
from which an author reproduced the illustration, the provenence if

available, the artist if known, the date of the work, and the library
in which it was found, were noted on the back of each print. The

negative roll and exposure number were noted, and each print was
assigned an identifying number for the study.
Duplicates and items provided with information inadequate for

proper identification, as well as items of ecclesiastical furniture,
were ruled outside the limits of this study, leaving a total of 162
pictures which were used as the basis of this investigation.
Occasionally a photograph contained a piece of furniture which was

included in the study as well as an ecclesiastical piece, a cupboard,
or a chest which was omitted from the study.

Classification of Furniture
The classification system suggested by Macquoid and Edwards
was adapted by the writer to the following outline of domestic

furniture of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries as illustrated
in illuminated manuscripts of the period.
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I.

II.

Furniture to sit or lie on
A.

Stools

B.

Benches -- forms -- settles

C.

Chairs

D.

Beds

E.

Cradle s

Furniture to put things on
A.

Shelves

B.

Tables

Furniture to put things in
A.

Chests

B.

Cupboards

From each print the illustrated furniture examples were then
tabulated (Table 1).
Table 1.

Articles of Furniture in Photographs.
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As a number of chests and cupboards from this period are in
existance, information concerning them is available. Therefore,
chests and cupboards will not be considered in this study.
Interpretation of Photographic Evidence

On the basis of the charts of illustrated examples, pictures of
similar items of furniture were extracted for analysis. Each major
division of furniture was then further classified according to the
following outline:

Classification of Illustrated Furniture
I.

Furniture to sit or lie on
A.

B.

Stools
1.

Simple

2.

Three-legged turned

3.

Multi-legged

4.

Slab-ended or trestle

5.

Four- sided

6.

Basket-work

7.

Paw-footed

Benches, forms, and settles
1.

Simple

2.

Slab-ended
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C.

II.

3.

Swinging backrest

4.

Fixed back

5.

Canopied

Chairs
1.

Basket-work

2.

Tub-like

3.

Turned

4.

Ladder or slat back

5.

X-chairs with and without backs

6.

Joined or box chairs

7.

Combined techniques

D.

Beds

E.

Cradle s

Furniture to put things on
A.

Shelves

B.

Tables
1.

Trestle

2.

Square

3.

Round

Illustrations of each class of furniture were studied on the
basis of the following characteristics, and the findings were
recorded:
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Study Outline
I.

II.

III.

IV.

Place and time of origin
A.

Provenence

B.

Date

Structural design
A.

Shape and form

B.

Size or scale

Construction (if there is visual evidence)
A.

Pegged or doweled

B.

Paneled

C.

Mitered

D.

Joined

Decorative details
A.

Turning

B.

Carving

C.

Applied

D.

V.

1.

Painting

Z.

Gilding

Design motifs

Use of the item
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VI,

Socio-economic class
A.

Ecclesiastical and temporal rulers

B.

Well-to-do households

C.

Humble households

D.

Impoverished individuals

The findings were then compared to known surviving examples

and panel paintings where similar items of furniture were represented. Comparisons of decorative details with architectural

features were made where applicable. On the basis of the evidence

observed, conclusions were drawn concerning the extent and nature
of the domestic furniture of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries in

England, France, and the Low Countries as portrayed in selected
manuscript illuminations.
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FURNITURE TO SIT OR LIE ON
Stools

Simple Stools

One of the most numerous articles of furniture found in this
study was the stool. These items were found in illustrations from

England, France, and the Low Countries from c. 1340 to 1500. The
stool of simplest construction portrayed was one made by drilling
most frequently four but occasionally three holes through a top

board and inserting the legs into these holes (Plate I, III). The legs

were round or square in cross-section. In the illustrations studied
the legs were usually splayed, the degree varying from one example
to another. Some stools were of normal seating height, as in the

illumination of St. Matthew in The Hours of Henry IV, and others of a

lower height were used as footstools, as shown in the same illu-

stration (47, Pl. IV). The footstool supports the right foot as
St. Matthew writes on his right knee. In an illumination from The

Grande Heures of Jean, Duke of Berry, the writer supports his foot
on the simple stool (46, Pl. 97).
A slight variation is shown in The Belles Heures of Jean, Duke

of Berry, where, not only do the ends of the legs show through the

top of the stool in the usual manner, but a stretcher has been
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PLATE I

Simple-stool, Three-legged Turned Stool
and Four-sided Stool or Bench
New York, Guennol Collection. The Book of Hours of Catherine
of Cleves: G-f. 142v, Last Supper
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added between the front and rear legs of the stool (Plate II).
By the very nature of the simplicity and usefulness of these

stools, it is not surprising that the writer has found no evidence

that any have survived. Ash states that there are no distinguishing
datable details on a simple stool (1).

The illustrations of these simple stools ranged from those
found in The Luttrell Psalter of about 1340 (34, f, 61, 104b) through

those in The Grande Heures (46, Pl. 97) and The Belles Heures of
Jean, Duke of Berry (42,

f.

17v) from the early fifteenth century,

The Hours of Catherine of Cleves (24, P1. 77) of about 1440, and the
illustrations from The Hours of Henry IV (47, P1. IV) around the end

of the fifteenth to the first of the sixteenth century. Similar stools
are found in the work of Tenier the Younger, painted in the seven-

teenth century, and even today stools of similar construction are
built. These illustrations come from sources in Britain--The

Luttrell Psalter, France--Jean, the Duke of Berry's library, and the
Low Countries as shown in The Hours of Catherine of Cleves,

Ordinary people seem to have used these stools as did the

crippled individual and a beggar in The Luttrell Psalter (34,

f. 61,

104b) and hacklers and carders of fibers illustrated in Hartley
(22, vol.

3,

P1. 46B).

Douglas Ash states that:

A long-lived and international example of this peasant
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PLATE II
Simple Stool

New York: Metropolitan Museum of Art, at the Cloisters. The
Belles Heures of Jean:, Duke of Berry, Prince of
France: f. 17v, Story of St. Catherine
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furniture is the three-legged stool, the origins of which
are lost in antiquity. It was usually made by boring
three holes in a circular piece of planking or section of
tree trunk, and inserting three splayed legs with split
tops. These were held firmly in place by wedges driven
in from above. Stools of this type are still made to
this day, and owing to the lack of evolutionary changes,
it is quite impossible to date them (1, p. 27).
Among the seventeen simple stools included in this study, only two

were round and had three legs.
Three-legged Turned Stools

In illustrations from the early to mid-fifteenth century, threelegged turned stools were represented (Plates I, III). Apparently

the solid seat was set into the turned top rails, but it may have had
supports not seen in the pictures. This type of stool had stretchers
connecting the legs at a distance about halfway from the floor to the

seat-rails. Simple turned incised lines on the straight cylindrical
legs of this stool seem usual. Some decorative turning was used on

the horizontal stretchers and some shaping in some of the vertical
spindles connecting the stretchers with the seat-rails.

Delaisse

reproduced an illumination from a Dutch manuscript in the Vienna
Nationalbibliothek (9, f. 93) which shows just the stretchers, while

Mercer reproduces a drawing in which there are two vertical spindles

from each stretcher to the seat-rails (Plate III). In the Madonna at

the Fireplace, attributed to the Master of Flmalle, and painted
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PLATE III

Simple, Three-legged Turned, and Many-legged Stools;
Combined Technique Chair
New York, The Lehman Collection
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around 1435, there are three vertical spindles between each of the
legs (38, vol. 2, P1. 333). One illustration carries the centrally

placed stretcher and a second stretcher just above the floor. Two
spindles connect the two stretchers in this case (30, P1. VI). All
of these three-legged stools were found in illustrations from the
Low Countries c. 1410-1470. A panel painting by Pieter Bruegel
the Younger done in the late sixteenth or early seventeenth century
shows the three-legged stool that we have seen so frequently.

The stools were used as seats and also as wash stands. The
wash stands were represented in comfortable homes, while the stools
used as seats were shown in some less opulent situations. Meiss
reproduces an illustration from the Heures de Milan in which two

of the stools are placed in a bedroom (39, P1. 643). Ten of these
stools were shown in the illustrations studied. The writer has
found no record of existing examples.

Harris viewed this stool as the forerunner of the turned chair
(20), and one of the illustrations pictures the extended back leg
holding a braced backrest. This "backstool" was illustrated before
1460 in Utrecht (9, Figure 3).
Multi-legged or X- stools

Co-existing with the turned three-legged stool was a complex

stool consisting of numerous straight crossed staves or slats
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(Plate III, IV).

The number of staves would seem to vary from a

total of seven to eighteen, with the greatest number of examples

containing seven, eight, or ten staves. The staves varied in crosssection, some being relatively square and some narrow oblongs.
Occasionally the upper ends had an angular shape, tapering to enter

the seat-rail. These staves seem to have been held on a central
pivot with their lower ends fastened to rectangular runner feet and

their upper tips entering the cylindrical rails which would lie on
either side of the individual seated on the stool. These cylindrical

rails seem to carry simple incised decorations as did the threelegged stools. The seat of the stool appears to fit between the staves,

and may have braced the stool open if it was foldable. (This is

difficult to determine from the illustrations. )
This stool was found in seventeen different illustrations ranging
from 1401-1402 to late in the fifteenth century. All illustrations
seemed to be from the continent. One illustration shows three of

these stools in one bedroom (6, P1. 33). Pillows are observed on

the seats between the top rails. The stool illustrated in The Hours
of Catherine Cleves seems to be mounted on a continuous board

platform or plinth instead of being supported by runner feet (24,
P1. 75) (Plate IV).

The X- stool was used in bedrooms (37, Figure 64), at the

supper table (1, Figure 84), by scribes taking notes (7, Pl. LXII;
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PLATE IV

Multi-legged and Paw-footed Stools

New York, Guennol Collection. The Book of Hours of Catherine
of Cleves: G-f. 13-9-, Supper at Emmaus
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Pl. 97; 26, p. 72), and by artists painting (38, vol. 2, Figure 290).
One man sits on one by his fire to warm his toes against the February cold (38, vol. 2, P1. 718), and one man sits in one to have his
hair cut (52,

p. 171).

One person has probably carried a variation

to church and sits in it, but his stool does not seem to have a seat,
as he sits in the "U" formed by the legs (9, P1. 133). This example
undoubtedly folded. All but one seem to be used in relatively well-

to-do surroundings.
Liversidge mentions that a stool shown on an Avignon tomb-

stone had six pairs of legs, and one occupied by a seated goddess
in the Auxerre Museum had eleven pairs of crossed legs (31, p. 32).

Ash called them X-chairs in his illustration (1, Figure 84).
In the Werl Altarpiece painted c. 1438 by the Master of

Flemalle, a similar multi-legged stool is holding a bouquet of
flowers in the background of a well-to-do home (45, Figure 213).
Slab-ended Stools

A stool described by Ash as "slab-ended" was found in thirteen

illustrations (Plate V). One example from the Bedford Hours
c. 1423, appears to have a rounded arch cut in the slab-end to form

feet (4). An opening formed like an ogee-shaped arch was shown

in the slab-end of a bench from the Hours of Etienne Chevalier
c.

1453 (15, Pl. 29).
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PLATE V

Slab,-ended Stool, Bed, and
Swinging Backrest Bench

New York, Pierpont Morgan Library,
Morgain la Fee and Alexandre l'Orphelia MS. 41
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This same ogee-shaped arch and indications of perhaps painted

decorations above the arch are found in the Heures dites de Henry

IV (47, Pl. XXVI). From the point of the arch a pair of "C" scrolls
repeats the lines of the arch. Above this is a trefoil design containing conventional plant forms. As the illustration is reproduced in
black and white, it is impossible to state with certainty that the
design is painted.

In an example from Salzman (54, p. 103b), a stool with a

trefoil cutting at the base of the slab end is shown. Loomis and
Salzman reproduce illustrations of stools with the slab widened and
shaped toward the foot on the outer edge (33, Figure 8A). In the

Loomis illustration (Plate V), supports forming an ogival arch

brace the slab-ends.
In another example from the Hours of Etienne Chevalier (15,

Pl. 41) the bracing of the slab-ends is balanced toward the center
of the stool and out beyond the slab-ends. The slab-ends again
show some widening and buttressing toward the bottom of the leg.

In all of these stools pictured, the top was supported above
the slab-ends. It is interesting to note that most of these illustrations are probably French and date from around 1425 to the end of
the fifteenth century. These stools are shown in bedrooms, private

quarters, and halls. One is used by an angel playing a pipe organ,
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and three are seen in a portrayal of the last supper, all in comfortable interiors.
A fifteenth century stool of this general type is preserved in
the Victoria and Albert Museum (1, Figure 73). In it the slab-ends

are slightly splayed, the edges are shaped like buttresses, and an
ogee-shaped arch is cut out at the bottom of each leg. In this
case the shaped apron extends through the slab-ends.
Two further illuminations, both Flemish, and one dated c 1450,
show evidence of the joined technique in which a lengthwise stretcher

slips through the slab-end of the stool and is anchored with a wooden
peg (49, P1. VIII; 57, P1. XXI). One of these stools has the rounded

arch, and one has a trefoil arch.
Four-sided Stools

The four-sided stools are characterized by four sides treated
in an identical fashion. In the illustration from the Milan Heures
(38, vol. 2, P1. 35), one stool has a rounded arch, while two others

show combinations of straight and curved lines in their bracing which
sometimes give a cusped effect. The illustration from The Hours

of Catherine of Cleves, which may be a bench or stool, (Plate I)

has the rounded arch, as does the illumination from the Master of

Berry's Cleres Femmes (38, vol. 2, Pl. 294); while the illustration
from the Heures of Turin (38, vol. 2, P1. 35) shows similarity to
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the Heures of Milan example in the combined forms. These illustra-

tions are all from continental sources c. 1404-1440. One example

is from Utrecht the other is probably from France. No surviving
examples of this type of stool have been discovered by the writer.
Paw=footed Stool

In the Hours of Catherine of Cleves a lone example of a stool
with paw like feet was shown (Plate IV). The legs are cyma curved

with both horizontal and vertical bracing, but the overall design
of the stool is hidden by the clothing of the man seated on the stool
(24, P1. 75). This example seems to show a well-finished piece of

furniture.
Basket-work Stool

A stool pictured in The Belles Heures of Jean, the Duke of

Berry, seems to be hexagonal in shape (42, P1. 15) (Plate VI). The
method of construction is difficult to interpret but may be some form
of basketwork. The illustration was probably painted around 1410-

1413 in France. The stool is shown in a bedroom.
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PLATE VI

Basket-work Stool and Tub-like Chair

New York; Metropolitan Museum of Art, at the Cloisters. The
Belles Heures of Jean, Duke of Berry, Prince of
France: f. 96, St. Bruno and
the Grande Chartreuse
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Benches

Simple Benches

Extend the length of a simple stool and you have a simple

bench also called a form, in French "forme or fourme" (58). A
fifteenth century illustration of the building of the ark shows car-

penters using a simple bench as a saw-horse (61, Figure 3). This
example has the added strength of a stretcher between the splayed
end legs which are dowelled through the top of the seat. Three monks

sit on a similarly reinforced simple bench in a funeral scene from
The GrandHeures of the Duke of Berry painted about 1407-1409, in

France (42, pl. 98) Couderc reproduces an illumination of a similar
bench, although the ends of the legs are not visible on the top (7,
P1. LI).

This illustration is dated at the end of the fourteenth cen-

tury or early in the fifteenth century. In a French illustration of

1401-02, the artist, Irene, is shown using a bench to hold her painting supplies (38, vol. 2, Figure 292). In this case the bench may be

supported like a trestle table (to be discussed later), for, as well as
two legs at the end, a third leg is splayed beyond the end of the bench.

The end of what might be a crossing support is also visible. These
illustrations came from the end of the fourteenth through the fifteenth
centuries. The benches were used by workmen, such as boat builders,
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by a weaver (22, vol. 3, P1. 46A), a person at dinner, mourners at

a funeral, and one is shown in the distance in'the Duke's home (12,
P1. XXXVIII).

No surviving examples of this simple bench have

been noted by the writer.
Slab-ended Benches

Three slab-ended benches with seats curving from end to end,
for use with a round table are shown in The Hours of Etienne Chevalier
c 1453 (15, Figure 30). These benches each have two perpendicular

slab-ends and show no further bracing. A piece of wood was cut out
of each slab end to form legs joined by a round arch.

A fifteenth century French manuscript illumination pictures a
slab-ended bench with three simple supports as wide as the seat and

set at right angles to the seat (Plate VII). In this scene a King and
Duke are dining (40, Pl. 1), but lesser dignitaries sit on this bare
bench.

Two Flemish illustrations of c. 1475 show benches. In one

picture a small cusped brace is seen at each leg of the bench, and
simple cusped arches are cut from the three perpendicular supports.
This bench is not covered with a textile or pillows and is used at a
kingly dining table (36). The second bench is pictured in a large

bedroom where it is in front of the fireplace and has both a textile
covering and three pillows. The vertical supports for this bench
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PLATE VII

Slab-ended Bench

London, British Museum, MS. Royal MSS. 14 E IV f. 244
The Duke of Lancaster dining with the King of Portugal
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widen toward the bottom around a round arch.
From The Legend of St. Ursula illustrated c. 1476, probably
in the Low Countries, comes an illustration of a low bench used
beside a bed (29, P1. XI). This bench seems relatively wide and as
long as the bed. Along the side are two flattened arches decorated

with an open tracery design which is probably carved. As the corner
tracery is shown in a brighter gold than the light brown of the bench,

it is possible that the carving is gilded. The story would indicate
this is the bedroom of a princess.
All of these benches are pictured in well-appointed homes.

Four are pictured in great halls, and one in a bedroom,
A transitional bench is shown by Meiss, painted c. 1412 in
France. This bench is similar to the slab-ended bench, but the
paneled ends extend to armrest height. The four posts extend to
shoulder height and end in a pyramid topped by a ball (39, Pl. 63).
A surviving bench shown by de Fe/lice is similar in having two slabends.

The end panels carry a detailed linenfold design in two lower

panels extending to the floor and two tracery panels in the ends
extending to shoulder height (13, Figure 7).
Swinging Backrest Benches

A more complex bench appears in the late fourteenth or early
fifteenth century illustration from Couderc /7, P1. LI). This bench
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has paneled ends and a swinging backrest, both approximately
shoulder-blade high. The swinging backrest allows this bench to be

used from either side. The four corner posts are topped with foursided turnip-shaped finials above a pyramid. In The Tres Riches

Heures of Jean, Duke of Berry, c. 1413-1416, there is a bench used
as a table with a book displayed on it. The covering of the bench

seems to be green with a diagonal pattern. There is a swinging

backrest and simple repetitive panel framing across the front of the
bench. Each panel is made of three vertical boards.

There is a

foot-rail below the paneling (32, Figure 58). Hartley reproduces a
fifteenth century illustration of women spinning as they sit on a
similar bench. This bench also carries the turnip finials (22, Pl.
43B).

Two French illustrations c. 1412, picture this bench.

One

shows evidence of doweling at the intersections of the end panel
framing. One has ball finials above the pyramidal form; the other

has a turnip-shape above a pyramid. These two benches have seats
made of numerous short boards extending from front to back (39,
vol. 2, Figures 159', 199).

The Bedford Book of Hours c. 1423 shows the ball finials (4).

A French bedroom scene painted in France c. 1460 contains the same
type of bench, the seat covered with fabric. The finials are indis-

tinct but may be of the turnip shape (33, P1. 8A) (Plate V). A
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French illustration in the British Museum dated c. 1475, shows a
similar bench, the occupant of which is protected from the fire by a
screen placed behind him (5). In an illustration from c. 1475, a

similar bench is draped with fabric. No finials are on the four posts,
but the swinging pivot of the backrest is clearly shown. The end of

the settle which is visible seems to have two lancet-shaped openings.

One is led to believe that this may be the friar's bed in his room
(6, P1. 32) (Plate VIII). Mercer refers to both French and English

sources which mention the use of "a long settle with a bed" and "a

settle with a mattress on it" (40, pp. 62-63).
Another illustration shows the swinging back, no finials on

the corner framing, but in this case, there seems to be either a
back to the bench as well, or a textile hanging below the backrest

(6, P1. 36). A Salzman illustration of c. 1500 shows a family sitting
on a bench which seems similar; but, in this case, the end panel is
divided both horizontally and vertically into four equal areas. The
top two panels contain elaborate Gothic pierced tracery and the
bottom two panels seem to carry a linenfold design (54,

p.

9 1 ).

Of the eleven illustrations found of this bench, five were placed
in front of a fireplace. All seem to be located in well-to-do
surroundings.

A bench preserved in the Muse des Arts Dcoratifs in Paris
has end pieces similar to the Salzman example, but it carried no

PLATE VIII

Swinging Backrest Bench

Brussels, Bibliothque Royale de Belgique, Section des Manuscripts.
MS. 9095, f. 1
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swinging back. Macquoid and Edwards report that the Riijks

Museum has an example of this bench (36, vol. 3,

p.

110).

High Backed Bench

A high-backed bench with a panel of triple dot carving at the

top carries three tiers of three panels of a simple linenfold design
on the back (26, p. 72). The two back posts are crowned by small
animals. This bench has no arms. The ends of the bench supports

are widened at the back toward the floor. A round arch forms the
legs. Above the arch is a panel enclosing a four-leafed carved
design.

Fixed Back Settles

A third type of bench with both arms and a fixed back may be

called a settle. Hunter reproduces a mid-fifteenth century scene
in which the end of a closed bench, a settle, is shown (26, P1. 71B).

On the near end is a twin panel above a round arch. Two other
scenes of the same period were not clear enough to detect details

of the occupied settles in the great halls.

In a scene from a manuscript in the British Museum is seen a
"box settle" with hinged lid and linenfold paneling below the seat
(1, Figure 78).

It is interesting that, although the hinges are

clearly indicated, the paneling on the end extends down only about
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halfway from the seat to the floor, which may indicate a shallow
chest. The visible decorated paneling is on the inside and outside

of the arms, on the inside of the back, and below the seat in front.
This is a very simple linenfold design repeated about four times

across the length of the settle. Ash states that this scene is from

a fifteenth century manuscript (1), while Mercer states that it is
from a fourteenth century French manuscript (40).

Hartley reproduced an illustration containing a similar settle
(22, vol. 3, P1. 12), and Hartley (22, vol. 3, P1. 83) and Mercer

(40, Figure 55) both reproduced a delightful illustration of a gentle-

man resting on just such a settle. This bench seems to have a
repetitive trim along the top of the back which might be metal

cresting (Plate IX).

Hartley reproduces a court affair (22, vol. 3, Pl. 9) of the
fifteenth century, in which the bench has the four-sided turnip
finials that we have seen earlier on the swinging back benches, what
may be panels of woven wicker at the back, and possibly two framed
panels in the end pieces.

Hunter reproduces another elaborate scene in which the end of

a settle can be seen (26,

p. 73).

The back of this settle is paneled

and seems to have turnip-shaped finials. The end is divided into
two panels containing rather elaborate Gothic blind tracery over a
round arch.
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The black spots on the floor are wooden pigs catching the
low firelight.

PLATE IX

Fixed Back Settle and Linenfold Motif

London, British Museum. Royal MSS. 15 D 1 f.
Tobit Asleep on a 'Bench

18,
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Another settle illustrated in c. 1448, is covered with pillows
and fabric (55, P1. 52). The four visible corners of the bench

terminate with small animal figures. The material the animals are
made from is uncertain but possibly they are of metal. This bench

carries no footrest.

Most of these settles are in rather elaborate settings, mainly
halls, and the paintings are from continental workshops.
The Salting Madonna, a panel painting by the Master of

Flemalle c. 1420 (45, Figure 203), shows a simple bench with a
paneled front framed to within a few inches from the floor. The

backrest is a stationary rail, and the four corners are topped by
animals. The material the animals are made from is uncertain, but

possibly it is metal.
In the Me rode Altarpiece by the same panel painter from
c. 1427-1428 (1,

p.

34), the bench has the animals on the corners

of the back and has a diagonal pattern in the back panels which pivot.

The end pieces above the seat are open with trefoil shaped tracery in
twin Gothic arches spaces. The bottom half of the ends have tracery

from the two upper corners, giving the same three-lobed Gothic

appearance. A footrest is mounted low on the front legs resting on
protruding paw-shaped feet.

A bench preserved by the Metropolitan Museum of Art at the

Cloisters carries similar small wooden animals on the four corner
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posts. It is of a later century, but the small animal finials were

seen in one of the benches in the study.
No provenence or date was given for two benches. One was

dated the fourteenth century. It was the example another author

assigned to the fifteenth century. Five were dated about the middle
of the fifteenth century. All varieties were included in this time
span.

One example from the late fifteenth century carried what may

have been metal cresting.
The two examples from panel paintings were varied in detail,

and dated about the second quarter of the fifteenth century, a bit
earlier than the illuminations included in the study.

Two fixed-back settles were from France and three from
Flanders.
Canopied Settles

Two settles with high canopies were illustrated in the midfifteenth century. One was produced in Utrecht (24,

p.

162), but

the provenence of the other was not given. The Utrecht illustration

shows a settle with a curved canopy and scrolled arms. The back
and seat are completely covered by a beautiful textile. The curved
ends of the canopy contain open tracery similar to that we have seen
on a low bench and on the ends of other benches (Plate X).

A settle with similar scroll arms and textile covered back has
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PLATE X

Canopied Settle

New York, Pierpont Morgan Library, MS. 917, p. 39
Virgin Kneeling before Christ
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a round arch cut from the ends of the bench to form legs (26, p. 71).
The back of the bench is a bit broader toward the floor. In this

case a panel of pierced carving in a triple dot design is carried
across the front of the canopy. This is surmounted by cresting.

Pendentives of floral carving at the corners are topped by small
towers ending in spires.
These settles are shown in well-to-do households.
Chairs

Basket-work Chairs

The earliest representation of a chair found in this study is
the one on the February calendar page from The Hours of Jeanne

D'Evreux, Queen of France, painted c. 1325 (10, p. 269). This

chair seems to be of a shoulder high semi-circular form with a
solid, rounded back (Plate XI). The back curves around the figure

and extends to form high armrests a bit lower than the back. This
example seems to be made of five or six continuous coils, one

directly above the other, which may be of straw or some fibrous

material. A similar chair is shown in the Nativity scene of the
Breviary of Charles V dated c. 1368 (38, vol. 2, Figure 359). This

second chair shows seven distinct coils. In each of these illustra-

tions a seeming reversal of direction of coils is noted in the top
coil of the far arm.

PLATE XI

Basket-work Chair

New York, The Metropolitan Museum, at the Cloisters.
The Hours of Jeanne d'Evreux, February
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The construction of these chairs seems to resemble a "Straw
Bee-skelp" Hartley illustrates and assigns to the fourteenth century
(22, vol. 2, Figure 17b). A question here seems to be the term

'skelp' for the beehive. Perhaps it should be called a bee-skep
(44, vol. 1). Regardless of the term used, the construction seems

similar (Plate XII).

In another Nativity scene, from The Petit Heures of Jean, the
Duke of Berry, c. 1388, the chair, although of a similar shape,

seems to be constructed of tiers of braided strands (38, vol. 2,
Figure 9 1 ) .

Of a much earlier century but perhaps an antecedent of these

chairs are the basket chairs of early Britain. Joan Liversidge,
in her Furniture in Roman Britain, illustrates a Roman Relief from
the Trier Museum showing a basket chair as well as an example of a
basket chair copied in stone now in the Romisch-Germanisches

Museum, Cologne, a pipe clay figurine in the British Museum, and
an example of such a chair in a sarcophagus in the London Museum.
She concludes that ".

.

.

the basket chair must have had a certain

popularity, and it cannot have been a very expensive item" (31, p. 64).

Gloag states, that in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries,

basket-makers also made chairs, and had probably
been making them in simple, cheap and comfortable
forms for many centuries. They were of wicker, and
sometimes called wanded chairs (17, p. 17).
.

.

.
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(b) A STRAW BEE-SICELP.

PLATE XII
Bee- skep

Manuscript not identified Reproduced in Life and Work
of the People of England, vol. 2, fig. 17b
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He concludes, "that basketwork chairs have undoubtedly been used

in every generation.

.

" (17, p. 17).

The three fourteenth century

illustrations, all probably from Paris, would seem to reinforce
this assumption.
Tub-like Chairs

In this study several examples of a chair made in a more or
less tub or barrel shape were found. One of these chairs has merely
the rounded shape, while the second example seems to be of barrel
stave construction.

All of the four illustrations of the tub-like chairs were probably
painted in France and are dated in the first decade of the fifteenth
century.

The first of these chairs made in a circular fashion seems to
consist of approximately a solid semi-circle from the seat to its
waist high top-rail supported on extensions of three visible vertical
legs of oblong cross-section (Plate VI). In three cases the top board

lies flat across the top of the three extensions from the legs, and
in one of these examples nails or pegs holding this curved board to

the uprights can be seen (37, Figure 389). In two examples the
curved back of the chair inside the uprights seems to be made of

two or three parts, one overlapping the other. In two examples panel
construction has been used on the sides between the seat and the top
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board. In one example from Jean, the Duke of Berry's library, the

vertical support extends above the top board, terminating in a

twisted scroll (38, vol. 2, Figure 291). In another illustration a
foot rest probably connects the front legs (38, vol. 2, Figure 292).
One further example of this tub-chair comes from The Horae,
of John, Duke of Bedford c. 1423-1430. It appears to have paneled

side construction.
Ash shows an existing fifteenth century Spanish tub-chair

(1, Figure 77) which, although it has a carved panel below the seat,
seems of approximately the same curved shape and general construction as the example from The Belles Heures of Jean, the Duke
of Berry (42, P1.

15).

Very early in medieval book illuminations one notes stave

construction in articles such as tubs, barrels, and churns. Therefore, it is not surprising to find the artist in the picture (c.

1404)

of Marcia painting a self-portrait while seated in a chair which

appears to be constructed similar to a barrel (38, vol. 2, Figure
289).

The chair is derived from a vertical cylinder, the back

reaching to the artist's shoulder blades. From the back, approximately one half the cylinder, the chair drops to the rather wide arm.
Then the barrel appears to be cut down at a slight angle to the seat
height. The chair seems bound at the bottom, at seat height, and

at the height of the arms in the usual barrel fashion.
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In the picture of the "Holy Family at Home",from The. Hours of

Catherine of Cleves (24, Pl. 93), there is a rare glirripse of perhaps
an ordinary home (Plate XIII). Joseph sits in a chair eating while

Mary nurses the baby Jesus. Joseph's chair is of a barrel-like
construction. The back of the chair extends above his shoulders.

A simple curve forms a transition from the back to the arms below

waist level, and the seat is lower still. Several bindings of the
barrel can be seen. A bunghole and bung are visible, indicating that
the chair was indeed made from a barrel.
In his English Life in Chaucer's Day, Hart reproduces a
calendar picture which shows a man warming himself in front of a

fire (21, p. 21). He is seated on a chair formed of a barrel. The
back extends above his shoulders and curves down to seat level in

one long, simple curve without arms. The barrel hoops are visible.
Another calendar picture painted in Bruge 1470-1500, gives just a

glimpse of a barrel chair (2, January).
In Hartley's volume concerning the sixteenth century is

reproduced a doctor's office in which there is a barrel-like chair
with arms (22, vol.

4,

Figure 86b). A patient may be sitting in a

second barrel chair.
Sources and approximate dates for three of these illustrations
are given. The earliest barrel chair in this study comes from an

illuminated French manuscript c. 1404. The picture of the Holy
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PLATE XIII

Ladder or Slat-back Chair and
Tub-like Chair

New York, Pierpont Morgan Library. MS 917, p.
Holy Family at Supper

151
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Family was produced in Utrecht c. 1440, and the January calendar

picture was painted in Bruge c. 1470-1500. This type of chair

seems to be a humble form of furniture.
Turned Chairs

In his book, The English Chair, Harris pictures a carving of a
chair from Chartres Cathedral and states:
The Chartres sculpture is irrefutable proof that turned
chairs of considerable distinction were made as early as
the twelfth century in France (for no painter or carver can
possibly anticipate the fashions of a later century), and
as both sides of the Channel shared in a common civilisation, and craftsmen moved from one country to another
with comparative freedom, it would appear more than
likely that this type of chair was by no means uncommon
in England (20, p. 8).

Several chair designs including the use of turned members have been
included in this study.

The chair appearing in the sculpture of the Chartres Cathedral
appears to be used by a scribe. Yarwood speaks of one fourteenth

century chair as,

".

.

.

one with wood turned legs and supports, a

wood seat and wicker back" (62, p. 41). His illustration seems to

be a drawing of the Chartres sculpture.
Randall pictures a turned chair which seems to have turned
up-right members and woven sides (51, Figure 112). The back of a
simple early chair shown by Salzman has two tall vertical turned

members and the sides of the chair below the arms appear woven
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(54, p. 165).

This is referred to as a "wicker chair".

A second early representation of a chair, this time from the
thirteenth century Douce Apocalypse, is described as follows: "The

beast's chair has wicker sides, turned knobs and a back decorated
with three romanesque arches" (11,

p. 28).

A chair painted in Utrecht in 1440 carries incised turned

decorations on the legs and stretchers. Too little of the back is
seen to understand its design (24, Pl. 90).

These chairs are seen over a period of about 200 years.
Ladder-back or Slat-back Chairs

A variation of the turned chair is the ladder-back or slat-back
chair. In an Old Testament illumination from Paris, dated c. 1250,

Isaac is seated in a ladder-back chair (43, Figure 25). The top rail
of the back is as high as the back of Isaac's head; and it, as well

as all the other slats and the four vertical legs, show evidence of
incised, turned decorations. The front legs extend above knee
height and are topped by ball finials, as are the two back posts.

The

cross rails seem to be doweled into the vertical legs, and it would

seem that there may be panels between the rails, as the color is
different from that of the background.

A second ladder-back chair with turned members but no incised
lines, ball finials, or evidence of dowelling is shown by Salzman
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(54, p. 137).

It is a school scene painted c. 1340, the teacher is

seated in the chair (Plate XIV).

A third chair of this general type is shown in the "Holy Family
at Home"from The Hours of Catherine of Cleves c. 1440 (24, P1. 93).

Mary sits in the simple chair. In this case the slats and four uprights do not seem to be turned, but the general style of the chair
is similar to the two turned chairs we have just reviewed. There
is a simple arm rest connecting the back uprights to the outward

curving front support. We see only a glimpse of the seat, but it
may be of a woven rush construction. In a bas-de-page from the

same book a similar chair is shown. There are diagonal bracings
from leg to leg below the seat (24, P1. 155) (Plate XIII).

Only the Holy Family picture gives us a complete setting for

this piece of furniture. However, the school teacher and spinner
add to the knowledge that this was a chair used by humble folk.

It is fascinating to realize these four illustrations span a
period of approximately two hundred years!

X-chairs

The term X-chairs is confusing, for where does the line run
between stools and chairs? Wanscher sees the X-chair as having
evolved from the Roman folding stool (60). He reports that the "X"

supports were at the sides of the chair until the Carolingian era and
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Boys playing at School : the teacher' in the chair holds a painter
c. 134o.

PLATE XIV

Turned Chair

Oxford, Bodleian Library.
MS Bodley 264
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that, in the late thirteenth century, a bishop's faldstool was defined
as,

.

.

a symbol of 'the judicial authority that is invested in the

pontifical dignity' " (60,

p. 88).

The earliest representation of the X-chair included in this
study is an Old Testament miniature painted in Paris c. 1250 (43,
p.

177) (Plate XV).

This picture of Saul shows him seated on a

golden chair which may be gilded or made of metal. This example

of a simple folding stool or chair shows the upper ends of curved
legs extending almost waist high and terminating in animal heads.
Paw feet are topped by narrow bands. There are leaf forms above

these bands, and the legs have some slight cross sectional shaping.

The figure, then, is seated on a cushion near the pivotal center of
the folding stool.

In TheTx4s Belles Heures de Notre Dame of Jean, Duke of

Berry, there is a Parisian illustration of c. 1380-90 (38, vol.

2,

Figure 23). This folding-stool or chair is portrayed at a slight

angle so that one can see what seem to be dog heads on the top ends
of the legs and paw feet at the bottom. Low, square stretchers join

the front and back legs near the floor and again near the heads.

There is a rosette at the pivot point of the back legs. Again, the

main curved members seem to be relatively squared in cross-section,
and the heads extend to lap height. A textile fringe seems to be
indicated. Two other illustrations, dated 1371 from Flanders and
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X-Chair

Old Testament Miniatures, Fig. 177
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1389 from France, show similar stools in use by an emperor and a
Pope (60, pp. 104, 105).

From a work done for Philip the Good c. 1455, we see an

interior in which a simple stool is in the far background. The Duke,

Philip the Good, sits in an X-chair, while beside him is a multilegged stool holding a book (12, Pl. XXXVIII). The occupied X-chair

has the paw feet, low stretchers, and shaped legs of the previous
example.

Pyramidal shapes topped by small ball finials surmount

the legs. There is an elaborate textile hanging above and behind
the Duke.

Hartley shows an interior inwhich a womanweaves on an upright

tapestry or carpet loom while seated in a folding chair with perhaps

more detail on the legs but simple ball finials. The illustration is

difficult to interpret clearly (22, vol. 3, Pl. 418).
One further example of c. 1386 shows the simple X-stool with

finials composed of a small ball on top of a large ball, rosette pivot,
and simple feet (38, vol. 2, Figure 76).
An annunciation scene reproduced by Couderc from the early

years of the fifteenth century shows the stool with paw feet, the

rosette at the crossing, and ball finials as we have seen in the
Hartley and Philip the Good examples (7, Figure LV).

From the Stadtishes Museum, Wiesbaden, Ash reproduces a
surviving "folding X-stool" which is very similar to the first two
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examples, as it has heads, rosettes, paw feet and stretchers (1,
Figure 69).

After discussing the Dagobert and Bayeux Cathedral foldstools

Viaux states that:

We are thus almost certainly able to establish by means
of illustrated documents and these two specimens that the
faldstool was a noble chair in fairly common use during the
Middle Ages, not manufactured by huchiers (chest-makers)
but by an entirely different guild of craftmen, that of the
goldsmiths, since it was always made in metal: the
Dagobert faldstool in gilt bronze and the one at Bayeux in
wrought iron (58, P. 45).
Two representations show kings or rulers seated on the stools.
It would seem possible that the first two examples would fall

into this group of metal chairs, as the chair of Saul is golden, and the
TAs Belles Heures de Notre Dame example seems similar. The
other examples, such as the Wiesbaden folding X-stool portrayed by
Ash, may be of wood.

A group of chairs illustrated in a short period c. 1401-1415,
with one example dated c. 1453, show the X-chair with a high back.
This type quite probably could no longer fold. All of these examples

happen to have been painted in France.

Marcia paints her self-portrait while seated in a golden X-chair,
the back supports of which reach to her shoulders. The finials are

small animals--dogs or lions--perched on pedestals atop the supports (39, vol. 2, Figure 3). Some carving, perhaps an arch, is
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noticeable on these back supports below a row of balls on top.

Below

the rail, a semblance of arches is visible, and the pebbled appearance of the bottom of the seat is repeated. The lower stretcher is
ornamental with five motifs, and the chair has paw feet.

Another illustration shows Pharaoh seated in a chair with
back supports head high. The finials on these uprights feature a

flower form surmounting a pyramidal form (38, vol. 2, Figure 829)

The front legs end in ball-shaped finials and the cross stretcher
above the spread feet has two circular ornaments.
A third illustration shows the head-high back with uprights

terminating in a ball (46, P1. 97). In this case two cross rails
ornamented with circular motifs form the back. The circular pivot
which earlier included the folding mechanism is visible on the back
legs. Quite probably there are ball finials on the front legs but

St. Gregory's cloak covers the one at the front so that its shape is
merely outlined. The general shape of the paw foot has been main-

tained, but it is only a simple broadening at floor level. The

stretcher is undecorated. The bit of the seat that is visible may be

the fabric of a cushion or other material such as leather.
From a book of hours probably Mary is weaving (37, Figure
128).

She is seated on a simple chair with a back that is only elbow

high. A second illustration from the same time and place--Paris
c.

1415, shows the same stool with the low back, rounded finials,
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and stretchers. In this case the pivot is decorated with a five-petaled
flower form (37, Figure 406).

A later illustration, dated at the end of the fifteenth or first
of the sixteenth century, shows a very tall throne chair (47, P1. V).
The finials are balls. The back is solid. The chair seems to have

a great deal of surface texture, but the general form is simple.
This may be similar to chairs mentioned in inventories with fancy
"pomels". There is fringe around all four of the finials. These

chairs seem to be used by royalty or Mary. One low chair is shown
in a bedroom. This scene is an everyday scene of a biblical story.

In several of these examples there seems to be a solid, curving support from the arm of the chair down and under the occupant.

It is impossible to determine the material used, but leather or fabric
would be possibilities. A pillow is frequently seen on the seat. In
some examples a textile is draped over the back of the chair. In

two examples there is a possibility that the textile or other material
is attached to the frame (Plate XVI).
Box or Joined Chairs

Chairs built in a paneled manner, often called box or joined
chairs, were most frequently depicted placed beside the head of a
bed.

The simplest of these joined chairs appears to be constructed

with panels set into a simple frame forming a boxlike seat with
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PLATE XVI

X-chair with Permanent Back

London, British Museum. La Bible Historiale, Royal 15 D, III
A King Seated
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enclosed arms and a high back. The backs of the chairs shown

occupied seem to be shoulder high or higher. The panels might be

simple flat surfaces, as in an illustration from Hartley (22, vol. 3,
P1. 81), or carry carved designs in single or twin panels, as the
simple linen-fold pattern shown in Hunter (26, p. 72B). Occasion-

ally the panels were comprised of several boards placed one against

the other, as shown in Meiss (37, Figure 452), and The Hours of
Catherine of Cleves (24, P1. 79) (Plate XVII). This method of

construction was noted earlier in the benches shown in Meiss (39,
vol. 2, Figure 159), where the seat area was composed of numerous

narrow boards placed one against another.

The Hartley, Meiss, and Cleves examples have simple finials
composed of a ball above a four-sided pyramidal form surmounting

the back framing members. The Meiss example has similar finials
on the upward extensions of the front legs as well. In the Cleves

example, the sides of the chair, including the arms, appear to be
slightly convex in cross-section. The Hunter example has a very
high back comprised of two rows of linenfold paneling topped by a

band of carving difficult to interpret but seemingly not pierced. In

this example the tall back framing members terminate in a square
section trimmed with a simple molding.

Two other chairs illustrated in The Hours of Catherine of
Cleves fall in this division. In one chair, the back carries carved
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PLATE XVII

Box Chair and Bed

New York, Pierpont Morgan Library. MS. 917, p. 75
Adam Dispatching Seth to Paradise
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panels with arched tops as well as a large rounded curve cut out on

the lower side of the chair (24, P1. 56). In another (Plate XVIII),
the outside of the arms and the back of the chair are decorated with

panels with a trefoil arch design (24, Pl. 41). In comparison,

/

Delaisse reproduces a bedroom scene from a block book in which

the chair back has three round arched panels capped by three circles
(9, Figure 43). This design is presumably carved. Perpendicular

carvings in the front of the seat have similar arches. It would
appear that there are animal-form finials on the top of the back
framing members, and front paw feet.
A chair illustrated in The Hours of Etienne Chevalier (15,
Figure 29), has the simple twin paneled form on the front of the box

seat, but the back of the chair is carved in an indeterminate design.

In a second illustration from the same source (15, Figure 9), there
is elaborate carving on the back of a piece of furniture which may be
a much lower chair. The details are not clear, but in both of these

illustrations, there is a horizontal decorative band at the top of the
chair back.

One further example of a joined chair is represented in The
Prayer Book of Mary of Burgundy (61). This chair seems of the
paneled type. The side of the box seat is decorated with a simple
linenfold panel. The back of the chair carries two round arched
panels. This is the first example found where the arm of the chair
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PLATE XVIII

Box Chair, Bed, and Table
New York, Pierpont Morgan Library. MS. 917, p. 180
Deathbed Scene
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has a concave curve downward from the back and then upward toward
the front. This chair has a removable slanted board for writing

attached to the front of the frame.

Wanscher reproduces an illumination in which there are turnip

shaped finials on the four corners of the chair. The seat and back
of the framed chair are covered by a design of circles which may

represent a textile. The design is flat within the frame.
One additional chair may be framed but does not have a box

seat (29, Pl. IV). The exterior of the arm above the seat carries
four trefoil arch designs. The design on the inside of the arm is a
quatrefoil in a circle. The back has two rows of three trefoil arches
framed by the side members, which are elaborately carved and
topped with fleur-de-lis. The pierced carving between these high

posts includes a trefoil design enclosed in a triangular frame topped
by an elaborately carved central detail. This chair holds a cushion

and rests on four slender, board-like legs (Plate XIX).
Seven of the eleven box-chairs illustrated were shown beside
beds in well-to-do homes. Three are shown in use by ecclesiastical
personage s.

The illustrations of joined chairs were executed c. 1415-1453

in Paris and Utrecht. Two were dated simply fifteenth century.
There are numerous surviving examples of this type of chair.
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PLATE XIX

Box Chair Variation
The Legend of Saint Ursula. Plate IV
St. Ursula Relating her Vision to her Parents
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Chairs Involving Combined Techniques

The next three examples, dated c. 1440-1460, seem similar
in that all have at least some turned sections combined with other

construction methods. Two examples are from Utrecht, but the
origin of the other is not given.

First, from The Hours of Catherine of Cleves, Utrecht,
c.

1440, is a chair, this time in the temple as the Virgin Mary is

left by her parents (24, Pl.

6).

Probably an ecclesiastical chair, it

is high backed with turned front legs extending arm high. It is a

fairly simple chair with incised turning on the front legs, no finials,
and there is a glimpse of a simple paneled back.
A second illustration from the same book of hours shows a
representation of "Knowledge, Teacher and Pupils" (24, P1. 56). The

teacher is seated in a chair somewhat similar to the first example.
The high back is set in two tall square back supports, each topped

with a four-sided pyramid capped with a small ball. A cross rail
frames the back panel which holds several long round or lancet

arches. A slab end on the side of the chair has a round arch opening; the arm above narrows where it attaches to both the front and
back supports. The cylindrical front legs extend a bit above the

arm and carry simple incised decorative lines.

The third illustration is c. 1460 (54, p. 105). This chair is
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occupied and stands beside a bed. Finials of a squat turnip shape

surmount the rather heavy, turned, and decorated back supports,

which are joined by a smaller turned, decorated rail. Three slender

vertical strips or half-rounds are seemingly set against a solid back.
A slender diagonal turned-brace connects the back support to the

arm of the chair.
In the drawing reproduced by Mercer (Plate III), is a chair
seemingly of a joined construction with a back of slats or wands
(40, P1. 13). This chair resembles one shown in a German block

book dated c. 1473 (38, vol. 2, Figure 288).
Beds

The importance of textiles during the fifteenth century is shown
by the twenty illustrations of beds which are completely draped.

These are all in well-to-do homes while in the February scene from
TheTAs Riches Heures (32, Figure 2v) a bed in a humble home is
not draped but the bed is covered with a textile. Eleven bedframes

are visible.
From ablock book of c. 1450 (50) comes an illustration of a

very simple bed, the headboard of which consists of the vertical
square leg members enclosing a simple board. The same simple
construction is seen in an illustration from The Hours of Etienne
Chevalier (15, Figure 10). In an example from Meiss (37, Figure 64),
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the framing posts are surmounted by the ball and pyramid finial. An
example from Hunter (26, p. 72) does not show a headboard, but

there is a simple framed panel construction on the exposed side
and foot of the bed. A miniature from Durrieu (12, P1. LXVII) shows
the paneled sides and head of the bed. The side panels seem to hold

a simple linenfold design, while the headboard panels seem to have
an additional framing detail carved in the panels. This headboard is
topped with a carved crown motif cresting.

Meiss reproduces a page from The Heures de Milan (38, vol.
2,

Figure 40), the bas-de-page of which shows a headboard with a

series of carved round arches. One Salzman (54,

p.

105) illustra-

tion shows the arches in a framed headboard and along the boxlike
side of the bed. In this example it is impossible to determine with

certainty that these are round arches. On the side of the bed, for
example, the panels may be rectangular. The posts terminate
with a small ball above a large ball. One headboard shown in The
Hours of Catherine of Cleves (Plate XVII) has a series of four trefoilarched carvings framed by bedposts topped by the small ball above

a large ball (24, Figure 99). Again from The Hours of Catherine of
Cleves (Plate XVIII) there is a simple headboard framed at the top
by a cross member with rounded curves on the lower edge. Small
animal forms surmount the bedposts.

A third example from the same source (24, P1. 14) depicts a
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simple framed headboard the posts of which carry a carved panel
topped by a rounded trefoil arch. These posts are topped with small
animals. Immediately below the top framing board is a series of

flattened arches ending in pendent motifs. Above each of these

carvings there seems to be a small light-colored circular detail,
which may be painted. A Hartley (22, vol. 3, Figure 81) reproduction shows a paneled headboard, two frames of which are visible.
In each panel are two quatrefoil carvings above Gothic arches.

In one Salzman illustration there is a turned bedstead (54,
Pl. 89). The headboard consists of five vertical turned rungs

attached to a turned top rail joining the corner posts. On the side of

the bed are numerous shaped vertical slats set into a turned bottom
rail. Each slat is tapered toward the bottom and seems to be

carved with the center of the slat recessed. This bed is represented
in a poverty-stricken interior (Plate XX).

An illustration from Meiss (38, vol. 2, Figure 21) shows a
curved canopy headboard c. 1380-1390. A bed portrayed in The

Grandes Heures of Jean, Duke of Berry (46, Pl. 46) c. 1407-1409,
illustrates an identical headboard. Each headboard consists of five
divisions formed by six curved vertical supports.
Three of these beds appear to be placed on a dais. The turned
bed seems to be the only one which, by the distortion of the covers,
implies footposts higher than the surface of the bed.
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PLATE XX

Turned Bed

Paris, La Librarie Centrale des Beaux-Arts.
Exposition des Primitifs Francais
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All of these illustrations were Flemish and French, c. 13801500, the majority of the examples being from the first half of the
fifteenth century.

The examplefram The Tres Riches Heures shows no frame and

is in a humble situation. The turned bed from Salzman seems to be
the only example from an extremely poor home. The individual

lying in this bed is crippled; his nightshirt, the bed covers and canopy

textiles are in tatters; the wall is cracked; and the shutter hangs by
one hinge. One bed from The Hours of Catherine of Cleves appears

to be placed in a small, low ceilinged room with a single window or
opening; four scenes show no indication of surroundings; and eight
would seem to indicate comfortable accommodations.
Cradle s

The cradle seems to have been an important piece of furniture
in the Middle Ages. It is frequently represented in connection with

biblical scenes.

Hartley pictures three fourteenth century examples. No
provenence or more accurate dating is given. One cradle on rockers

is called a "cot-cradle
15a).

.

conveniently raised" (22, vol. 3, Pl.

Its legs do seem tall. There are global finials on the four

corners, and perhaps basket-work sides. A second illustration
pictures a cradle the end of which seems to be a semi-circle with the
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ends of lengthwise rods showing through (22, vol.

Z, p.

7d).

Old

Testament illustrations show similar cradles dated c. 1250 (43,
Figure 258). The third example has round finials.

The headboard

seems to be formed of woven strips, the sides indicating upright
slats (22, vol. 2, Pl. 9a).
Hartley pictures an opulent bedroom in which the cradle is

made of turned members, eight along the sides and two or three
between the legs on the ends. The head of the cradle is considerably
higher than the low footboard (22, vol. 3, Pl. 81) (Plate XXI).

In The Hours of Catherine of Cleves is a framed cradle hanging
in a fixed stand of c. 1460 (24, 'Figure 52) (Plate XXII).
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PLATE XXI

Turned Cradle
Manuscript not identified. Reproduced in Life and Work
of the People of England, vol. 3
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PLATE XXII

Cradle

New York, Pierpont Morgan Library. MS. 917, p.
bas -de -page

53
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FURNITURE TO PUT THINGS ON

Shelves

In the Middle Ages the display of wealth by the exhibition of

gold and silver plate was the fashion. Sideboards with numerous

shelves decked with plates and jugs are seen in almost every
illumination depicting a large dining scene. It is interesting, then,
to see this "fashion" extending to the lower income household.

In The Hours of Catherine of Cleves, Utrecht c. 1440, plate 92
shows the Holy Family at Work. Above Mary's head is a shelf on
which several plates and flagons may be seen. In the Holy Family

at Supper, from the same source (Plate XIII), the single shelf by the
fireplace is loaded with plate. A small two-shelf, hanging cupboard
has many small objects in and on it. The door seems to have

pierced tracery carving and a cresting tops the unit.
A third illustration c. 1485, shows a housewife with a shelf of
plate above the door (54, p. 257). Plate XIalso shows a shelf.

These illustrations indicate that the use of shelves for
storage and the display of household objects and plate was an

accepted practice in the more humble homes of the fifteenth century.
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Tables

The simplest type of table found in this study is one constructed

like a simple stool, consisting of three or four splayed legs driven
through a plank top. In The Luttrell Psalter on Figure 207 and

Figure 207b (36, pp. 100, 101), illuminated c. 1340, are squarish

tables with the ends of the three legs visible on the table tops. It is
interesting to note that, in the Old Testament Miniatures (43, p. 58)

from Paris (c. 1250) at the Pierpont Morgan Library, similar tables

are portrayed, although in this case the legs are in pairs braced in
an "A" shape with the ends of each pair of legs visible on the surface
of the table.

A December calendar picture of c. 1470-1500 shows a heavy
butcher's block type of simple table being used in butchering the

winter's meat (2, December). Durrieu (12, Figure 89) includes

a

calendar page on which there are three long tables in a market place,
each having a different type of support structure. One seems to have

four squarish tapered legs--the two at each end splayed toward the

end of the table and joined by a cross brace. A second type has four
massive splayed plank legs which taper towards the top. The third

type of support seems to have three intermediate sized legs supporting each end of the table--two splayed in one direction and one in a
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counter bracing position. This type of construction is visible in

Plate XXIII (24, Pl. 111).

Another group of tables may be called trestle tables. The

first example from The Luttrell Psalter (34, Figure 102) c. 1340
clearly shows the A-shaped trestle topped by a board which supports
the plank table top. From The Hours of Etienne Chevalier (15,

Figure 46) comes an illustration of an A-shaped support having two

braces across the "A", one several inches above the floor and a
second halfway between the top and the lower brace. There may be

a trefoil arch on the lower edge of the brace.
A squarish table with legs broadening to a wide base and a

stretcher connecting the legs is shown in a Delaiss(picture (9,
Figure 147). A game table illustrated in Salzman (54, Figure 184)

has a large end support with a shield containing three fleurs-de-lis
above an open trefoil arch. It would appear that this support is
narrowed immediately above the arch.

A further type of oblong table is shown by Hunter (26, Pl. 71B).

Long stringers on or near the floor support two small square legs
across the table periodically down its length. In some examples,

there are short cross pieces at floor level under the lengthwise

stringers. Hartley (22, vol. 3, Figure 203) shows a hall With similar
tables. Under one table from Hunter (26, Figure 129) there are

diagonal braces at the end between the two vertical legs.
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PLATE XXIII
Table

New York, Pierpont Morgan Library. MS. 9 17 , p. 226
bas-de-page
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From a French illumination c. 1400 there is a square table
(6, P1. 18). The apron and leg widths are similar as seen from the
side (Plate XXIV). Tables like this are made today.

A series of round tables has three tapering plank-like splayed
legs. In The Hours of Catherine of Cleves (24, Pl. 25) the tablecloth

precludes any further knowledge of the construction. A Salzman
(54, P1. 188) illustration of the fifteenth century clearly shows
horizontal stretchers between the legs about halfway from the floor
to the table top. In Durrieu (12, P1. 86) a scene from Flanders c.

1460 of an open-air market place shows the table with bracing,

although it is a bit difficult to interpret. The stretcher seems to
extend through two legs placed parallel to each other. The additional

leg and bracing are not clearly visible. A round table with a pedestal
composed of slabs set on a larger slab base is shown in a January
calendar picture (2, January) (Plate XXV).
Hart (21,

p.

226) includes a scene in which the end of a brace

projects through a wider plank leg. In a further illustration from
The Hours of Catherine of Cleves (Plate XVIII) the round table is

supported by two square legs mounted on runner feet. A stretcher

connects the two legs, and prostrate animal forms are carved on top

of the runners (26, Pl. 20).
A large round table with a massive round pedestal on a large
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PLATE XXIV

Table

Brussels, Bibliotheque Royale de Belgique.
MS. 10176-8, f. 222
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PLATE XXV

Table

Bekranzter Jahreslauf, January
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round flat base is reproduced by Ash (1, Figure 228) from a fifteenth

century French illustration.
A serving table with extremely fine legs painted a silvery hue
which gives the appearance of metal is shown in Plate VII.
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DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS

Hypotheses

Hypothesis 1. The items of furniture observed in illuminated manu-

scripts will be more varied than existing furniture of the same
period and geographic area.
Among the pieces of furniture found in illuminated manuscripts

but not found as surviving specimens were the three-legged stools

and multi-legged stools; the basket-work chair, the barrel-like chair,
and the ladder-back or slat-back chair; the trestle table and the square

table with apron and legs of identical width. This evidence indi-

cates that furniture used in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries in
England, France, and the Low Countries was more varied than
surviving examples indicate.

It would seem evident that examples of the more elaborate

pieces of furniture are all that have survived to the present day.
Hilton notes that, in excavations in England dated c. 1400, local and
imported earthenware pottery was found that was not mentioned on

chattel lists (23, p. 105). This may also be true of furniture;
perhaps only the unusual or valuable pieces were listed, while the
everyday or common items were not mentioned.
Hypothesis 2.

There will be similarities among furniture depicted
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in illuminations produced in England, France and the Low
Countries.

There are indications that similar types of furniture were used
both in France and the Low Countries. It can be seen in Figures 1

and 2 that illustrations of simple stools, turned chairs, and tables
were found from all three areas. Found in illustrations from France
and the Low Countries were the following:--multi-legged stool,

slab-ended stool, and the four-sided stool; the simple bench, the
slab-ended bench, the swinging backrest bench, and the fixed back

bench; the basket-work chair, the tub-like chair, the X-chair, and
the box chair; shelves; and beds. Found in illustrations from the Low

Countries were three-legged turned stools, the paw-footed stool,
canopied benches, and cradles.

Illustrations of the basket-

work stool were found only from France. In most cases there were
too few examples from a given country or period to draw sweeping
generalizations.

The scarcity of evidence from England precludes comparisons

with the other countries, even though a few thirteenth century
illustrations were included in the study. Hilton mentions that elab-

orate locks of the thirteenth century from excavations indicate that
even small villages were in touch with the market (23,

p. 105).

This observation reinforces the assumption that items found on the
continent may also have been in use in England.
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Figure 1. Distribution of Types of Stools by Time and Country
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Figure Z. Distribution of Benches, Chairs, Beds, Cradles, Shelves,
and Tables by Time and Country
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Figure 2. Continued
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Hypothesis 3. The furniture will change with the passage of time

during the period under consideration.

In Figure 1 it is possible to see progression in the Low

Countries as the representations of simple stools were seen first,
followed successively by the three-legged turned stool, the multilegged stool, and the slab-ended stool.
In France the multi-legged stool was represented beginning in
the fourteenth century, followed by the appearance of the simple stool,

the slab-ended stool, and the four-sided stool in the fifteenth
century.

As approximately two-fifths of the illustrations included in the
study were dated only by century, the evidence is too sparse and too
poorly documented to draw conclusions about the developmental pat-

tern of benches, c4airs, beds, cradles, shelves, and tables.
Hypothesis 4. Furniture depicted in illuminated manuscripts will be

shown in humble interiors as well as in more prosperous
home s.

Evidence of humble furniture was found in the basket-work

chair, the barrel chair, the turned chair, and the spindle bed. It is
possible that the scene of the Holy Family at Supper fram The Hours

of Catherine of Cleves, Plate XIII, may be a notable example of
humble furniture of the period as the Arnolfini Wedding and the

Merode Altarpiece are of well-to-do homes.
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Hypothesis 5. Evidence of the use of materials other than wood

will be found in the observed furniture.

In the visual evidence assembled for the study, metal was
indicated as being used in several ways. In the ceremonial X- stools

or chairs the precise drawing of the example from c. 1380-90 (38,
vol. 2, Figure 23), reinforced by two other illustrations of c. 1371-

1389 (60, pp. 104-105), and compared with surviving examples,
would indicate the continuing use of metal fold- stools.
in the banquet scene of "The Duke of Lancaster Dining with the

King of Portugal" (40, P1. 1) (Plate VII), the legs of the serving

table are painted a shiny, silvery grey and seem to be very small in
cross section. This representation seems to indicate the possibility
that the legs of this table were made of metal.

The third use of metal is less certain. The cresting on a settle

(22, vol. 3, P1. 83) (Plate IX) is portrayed in such a crisp, fine line
that the use of metal seems to be a possibility. Further examples
and research would be required before this possibility could be
verified.

These examples strongly suggest that metal may have been
used in furniture construction and decoration during the fifteenth
century.
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Hypothesis 6. Certain changes in construction methods will be

observed during the period studied.
The construction of furniture changed with a refinement of panel
construction, but the economic level of the user would influence the

use of older methods over a greater period of time. Simple panel
construction seems to have been in use early in the fifteenth century.
Several of the early examples show the panel made of several boards.

Illustrations indicate that the early panelled pieces may have been
held together with dowels. No evidence of this is seen in later
examples.

Hypothesis 7. A relationship will be found between decorative motifs

of furniture and architecture of the period.

The -extensive use of the arch, tracery, buttresses, and
crockets is evidence of the relationship between architectural details
and furniture design. The slab-ended stools carried buttress-like

forms on the edges of the slab legs. In dated illustrations of the
slab-ended stool or bench, the round arch was used in England in
1423; around 1450 the Flemish were using the round and trefoil

arches; and at the same time the French were using the ogee arch
and an elaboration of curves. Crockets were used at the ends of a
canopied bench (Plate X). On a second canopied bench there were

small spirelets as used in cathedral construction. The chair from
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the Legend of Saint Ursula had spirelets very similar to the ones on
York Minster.
Additional Observations

Use of Furniture in Relation to Rooms

Of the dated illustrations of interiors included in the study
almost one hundred percent were from the fifteenth century. By the

early years of this century royal palaces and homes seem to have
contained rooms apart from the Great Hall used as bedrooms and
rooms for ladies' activities as spinning and weaving. Moderate
income homes with separate small bedroom and dining room areas

were illustrated by the fourteen forties. Small comfortably furnished
homes are shown before the middle of the century. In all but two of

these some pottery or plate was pictured.
Decorative Motifs

By mid-century elaborate carvings and decoration of panels
were noted. Not enough dated evidence was found to hazard an

estimate of the date of the first use of the linenfold motif. It was
used by 1485.

Finial designs of turnip shape were found quite frequently in

the first quarter of the fifteenth century. Ball-on-ball or
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ball-on-pyramid finials were depicted in the late fourteenth and midfifteenth centuries. Animal form finials were portrayed as early
as 1401-02, and several were shown around 1440-1448.

Rectilinear Furniture
A very angular approach to furniture design was noted in a

group of illustrations dating from the first half of the fifteenth

century, from France. The clearest examples of this type of
furniture are--the bench shown by Meiss (39, vol. 2, Figure 159),
the bench in Plate VII, the bed from the Hours of Etienne Chevalier
(15, P1. 10), and the table seen in Plate XXIV.

of architectural influence on these pieces.

There is no evidence

Their simple, straight

line construction and scale seem reminiscent of the Mission furniture
of the twentieth century.
Recommendations

Many opportunities for further research exist in this area.
A study on the use of metal in early furniture might verify and

extend the knowledge of such use. A study of great halls, bedrooms.
or humble homes could conceivably add information on the develop-

ment of interior decoration. A study of tables of the period could be
made as isolated examples of a wide variety of types were found in
this study.
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